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We present the photoelectron spectra of negatively charged cesium iodide nanocrystals recorded
using 2.540 eV photons. The species examined were produced using an inert gas condensation
cluster ion source, and they ranged in size from~CsI!n513

2 to nanocrystal anions comprised of 330
atoms. Nanocrystals showing two distinct types of photoemission behavior were observed. For
~CsI!n513

2 and ~CsI!n5362165
2 , a plot of cluster anion photodetachment threshold energies vsn21/3

gives a straight line extrapolating~at n21/350, i.e., n5`! to 2.2 eV, the photoelectric threshold
energy forF centers in bulk cesium iodide. The linear extrapolation of the cluster anion data to the
corresponding bulk property implies that the electron localization in these gas-phase nanocrystals is
qualitatively similar to that ofF centers in extended alkali halide crystals. These negatively charged
cesium iodide nanocrystals are thus shown to support embryonic forms ofF centers, which mature
with increasing cluster size toward condensed phase impurity centers. Under an alternative set of
source conditions, nanocrystals were produced which showed significantly lower photodetachment
thresholds than the aforementionedF-center cluster anions. For these species, containing 83–131
atoms, a plot of their cluster anion photodetachment threshold energies versusn21/3 gives a straight
line which extrapolates to 1.4 eV. This value is in accord with the expected photoelectric threshold
energy forF8 centers in bulk cesium iodide, i.e., color centers with two excess electrons in a single
defect site. These nanocrystals are interpreted to be the embryonicF8-center containing species,
Cs~CsI!n541265

2 . © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Alkali halide clusters have been studied extensively d
in part to the simple nature of the ionic bonding exhibited
these systems.1,2 The most thoroughly studied class of alka
halide clusters are the fully ionic clusters, i.e., species co
posed entirely of M1 and X2 ions, such as~MX !n ,
M1~MX !n , and X2~MX !n .

3,4 The results of mass spectro
metric abundance studies on charged alkali hal
clusters,5–13 together with more recent reactivity studies14

and ultraviolet absorption studies,15 indicate that fully ionic
alkali halide clusters have a strong tendency to take
cuboidal nanocrystal arrangements that resemble portion
bulk simple-cubic, rocksalt lattices. The study of these sp
cies has made a substantial contribution to our understand
of how crystalline structures emerge at small cluster siz
and accordingly are being used as model systems for ex
ining other structural aspects of nanocrystals.16

Alkali halide clusters possessing excess electrons not
sociated with halogen anions constitute another class of
kali halide clusters. The interaction of excess electrons w
alkali halide nanocrystals has been the subject of sev
theoretical studies.17–21 Calculations by Landman, Scharf
and Jortner first considered the interaction of excess e
trons with sodium halide clusters at finite temperatures17

Several possible outcomes for excess electron localiza
were predicted, including the localization of electrons
halogen anion vacancies, analogous toF-center localization
in bulk alkali halide crystals.22–25 The results of ionization

a!Present address: US Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20
b!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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potential measurements26 and optical absorption
experiments27 on neutral excess electron alkali halide clus
ters ~n<30! by Whetten and co-workers were found to b
supportive of these theoretical predictions.

Negatively charged alkali halide clusters having exce
electrons not associated with halogen anions are either s
ichiometric cluster anions,~MX !n

2, with single excess elec-
trons, or excess metal cluster anions, Mm~MX !n

2, with mul-
tiple excess electrons. Such alkali halide cluster anions ha
been investigated via negative ion photoelectron spectr
copy in experiments by Miller and Lineberger28 on
~NaF!n<12

2 and Na~NaF!n<12
2 ; by Bloomfield and Smalley29

on ~KI !n<13
2 and K1,2~KI !n<13

2 ; and by Bloomfield and
co-workers30–33 on ~NaCl!n<13,22

2 and Na~NaCl!n<21
2 . From

the photoelectron spectra and accompanying calculatio
~KI !13

2 and ~NaCl!13
2 were interpreted as beingF-center spe-

cies having 33333 cubic arrangements~with single excess
electrons occupying corner anion vacancies!, while ~NaCl!22

2

was likewise proposed to be a cornerF-center species with a
33335 structure. For K1,2~KI !n<13

2 and Na~NaCl!n<21
2 , it

was proposed that their multiple excess electrons could
localized, depending on the specific cluster anion size, se
rately in differentF-center sites, or together as spin pairs i
M2 sites analogous to bipolarons in bulk crystals. In add
tion, for certain small Na~NaCl!n

2 cluster anions, it was pro-
posed that two excess electrons could be localized toget
in single anion vacancies asF8 centers.33

Here, we present the visible photoelectron spectra
negatively charged cesium iodide nanocrystals containi
between 26 and 330 atoms. The present study is complim
tary to the aforementioned studies on smaller excess elect
alkali halide cluster anions, examining a cluster anion si

75.
57/57/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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58 Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
range extending to substantially larger sizes than those
viously investigated. The approach taken here allows diff
ent types of electron binding behavior in these nanocrys
to be identified, tracked as functions of cluster size, and s
sequently correlated with excess electron localization mec
nisms found in the corresponding bulk crystals. The corre
tions with bulk observed in this work provide evidence fo
the existence of two types of embryonic color centers
negatively charged CsI nanocrystals, i.e.,F centers~one ex-
cess electron trapped in an anion vacancy! and F8 centers
~two excess electrons in a single vacancy!.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy is conducted
crossing a mass-selected beam of negative ions with a fix
frequency photon beam and energy analyzing the resul
photodetached electrons. Our negative ion photoelect
spectrometer has been described previously.34 Anions gener-
ated in an appropriate ion source~see below! are accelerated,
collimated, and transported via a series of ion optical co
ponents, before being mass selected with anE3B Wien ve-
locity filter. The mass-selected ion beam is then focused i
a field-free, collision-free interaction region, where it
crossed with the intracavity photon beam of an argon i
laser operated at 488 nm~2.540 eV! and circulating powers
of ;100 W. A small solid angle of the resulting photode
tached electrons is accepted into the input optics of a m
netically shielded, hemispherical electron energy analyz
where the electrons are energy analyzed and counted. Ph
electron spectra were calibrated by recording spectra of2

generated in a secondary beam, introduced only when
main beam was not in operation.

Although unit cluster anion mass selectivity was n
achieved over much of the cluster anion mass distribut
due to the large cluster anion masses involved~3380–42 900
amu!, the accuracy of the mass calibrations was easily su
cient to determine the cluster sizes of the largest cesium
dide cluster anions to within a few CsI units. This was faci
tated by the fact that both Cs and I occur naturally as sin
isotopes. In addition, the spectral shifts between the pho
electron spectra of adjacent-sized cesium iodide nanocry
anions of a given type are rather small, so that contributio
from adjacent cluster anions do not significantly alter t
spectrum of a given cluster anion.

III. CESIUM IODIDE CLUSTER ANION GENERATION
AND INITIAL CHARACTERIZATION

Beams of cesium iodide cluster anions with masses
tending well beyond 50 000 amu were generated using
inert gas condensation cluster ion source.35 In the past, inert
gas condensation has been employed by Martin11,36,37and by
Sattler, Recknagel, and co-workers12,38 to generate beams o
neutral and cationic alkali halide clusters. In our ion sourc
an oven evaporates the material of interest into a cell c
taining cool helium gas. The vapor supersaturates in this c
environment and nucleates, forming nanometer-sized c
ters. The condensation cell is coupled to high vacuum b
small aperture, resulting in a helium flow which entrains t
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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nanoclusters and transports them into vacuum via a rath
weak supersonic expansion. A negatively biased hot tho
ated iridium filament located on the high vacuum side of th
condensation cell aperture serves as a thermionic catho
creating a discharge in the environment of the expanding
where negative ions are generated. The resulting plasma
confined by a predominantly axial magnetic field created v
six cylindrical rare earth magnets.

Typical source conditions in these experiments include
cathode bias voltages of260 V with filament emission cur-
rents of 2–4 mA. Plasma environments similar to those
this ion source are known to possess high densiti
~1011–1013 cm23! of very low energy electrons in addition to
the primary electrons emitted directly from the cathode.39

The electron energy distributions within such plasmas ha
been examined via probe measurements39,40which show that
even under widely varying conditions, the majority of elec
trons are low energy thermal electrons, with characterist
temperatures of a few electron volts. In addition, it was dis
covered that the number of thermal electrons in such di
charges often exceeds the number of primary electrons by
factor of 103. These findings suggest that negative ion pro
duction in the inert gas condensation ion source most like
proceeds by the attachment of thermal electrons in the sou
plasma to neutral clusters formed in the condensation cell

In the experiments reported here, cesium iodide clust
anions were produced by operating the inert gas conden
tion portion of the source under two different sets of sourc
conditions. In both source condition modes, cesium iodid
salt ~99.99%, Aldrich! was first thoroughly outgassed at 500
K, and then evaporated from a resistively heated stainle
steel crucible.41,42 The vapor was quenched in helium
~99.99%! at 273 K in a condensation cell fitted with a 1.5
mm aperture. In one source condition mode~source mode 1!,
the crucible was maintained at a temperature of 1090 K
corresponding to a cesium iodide equilibrium vapor pressu
of ;2 Torr,43 and the condensation cell pressure was mai
tained at approximately 10 Torr. In the other source conditio
mode used here~source mode 2!, the crucible was heated
with 1.25 times the power used in source mode 1. This r
sulted in a crucible temperature of 1170 K, corresponding
a cesium iodide equilibrium vapor pressure of;10 Torr. The
condensation cell pressure in this case was approximately
Torr.

The cesium iodide cluster anion size distributions gene
ated in both modes of operation appeared to be similar, co
sisting mostly of large cluster anions. Although the fully
ionic cluster anions, X2~MX !n , have been found to be the
most readily generated alkali halide cluster anions in bo
ion bombardment5–10 and laser vaporization
environments,3,4,13 and they may well be formed in our
source, they are not of concern in these experiments. Visib
photons cannot photodetach electrons from fully ionic alka
halide cluster anions since this process would amount to t
removal of an electron from an atomic iodine anion within
the nanocrystal. The energy required for this process fa
between the electron affinity of the iodine atom, 3.06 eV,44

and the photon energy required to remove an electron fro
the valence band~iodine p band! of bulk CsI into vacuum,
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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59Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
6.4 eV.45–47 The energy to photodetach I2~CsI!13 has been
bracketed between 5.0 and 6.4 eV in photon energy stud
by Whetten and co-workers.48

The negatively charged cesium iodide nanocrystals
interest in the present study do photodetach at visible wa
lengths, with the sizes of their photodetachment signals s
gesting that the dominant anions generated in this source
not fully ionic species. Probably, any species not photod
taching at visible wavelengths@e.g., I2~CsI!n# account for
only a minor portion of the total ion beam intensity. Th
predominant species produced here possess excess elec
not associated with I2 ions in the nanocrystals, and thus hav
loosely bound excess electrons, corresponding either
~CsI!n

2 or Csm~CsI!n
2.

Even though~MX !n
2 is not the lowest energy form for an

anionic alkali halide nanocrystal, the preferential generat
of stoichiometric cluster anions via inert gas condensation
easy to understand. Before it is quenched, the cesium iod
vapor is known to be comprised primarily of CsI molecule
along with substantially smaller amounts of~CsI!2, ~CsI!3,
and~CsI!4.

38,43Since this vapor will not contain atomic spe
cies from dissociation~at the crucible temperatures em
ployed in this work!, the neutral clusters from its condens
tion are likely to be stoichiometric in CsI. This is supporte
by the results of electron impact mass spectrometric stud
by Pflaum, Sattler, and Recknagel38 on cesium iodide clus-
ters produced from inert gas condensation. Their stu
showed that nearly all cations produced were stoichiome
cluster ions,~CsI!n

1, when low energy electrons~,10 eV!
were used for ionization.

In the present study, mass spectra recorded in sou
mode 1 revealed intense beams of large cluster ani
~n>25! having lognormal intensity distributions reflectin
the homogeneous nucleation conditions in the condensa
cell.49 Three smaller cluster anions, I2~CsI!12, ~CsI!13

2 , and
I2~CsI!13, were generated under a narrow range of sou
conditions which were intermediate between source mode
and 2, and which utilized a larger than typical cathode b
voltage~2110 V!. The nonstoichiometric species were dete
mined to be fully ionic cluster anions@rather than the corre-
sponding Cs~CsI!n

2 species of similar mass# since they did
not photodetach at visible photon energies. Mass spectra
corded in source mode 2 appeared similar to those of sou
mode 1, but also included I2 peaks~at ;5%–10% of the
currents for cesium iodide cluster anions! which were found
to grow with increasing crucible temperature.

The above information suggests that the negativ
charged cesium iodide nanocrystals generated in sou
mode 1 were primarily the stoichiometric cluster anion
~CsI!n

2, while in source mode 2 the stoichiometric clust
anions were accompanied by the nonstoichiometric spec
Csm~CsI!n

2. The presence of I2 in the source mode 2 mas
spectra probably indicates that I atoms had dissociated fr
some of the nanocrystal anions and were subsequently c
verted to I2 via electron attachment. This would have o
curred by means of a nonevaporative mechanism, most lik
during negative ion formation, since thermal evaporation
cesium iodide at the modest crucible temperatures utiliz
should not have yielded atomic species.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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Nonthermal loss of halogen atoms is known to occur
bulk metal halide systems from exposure to ultraviolet ph
tons or to energetic electrons.50 In cluster systems, Whetten
and co-workers48 have observed photon-stimulated ejectio
of halogen atoms from charged alkali halide nanocrystals.
addition, Recknagel and co-workers12 addressed this issue in
electron impact studies on sodium halide clusters produ
via inert gas condensation. In their study, the dominant s
cies in the cation mass spectra changed from the fully io
Na1~NaX!n species to the stoichiometric species,~NaX!n

1,
upon decreasing the temperature of the quench gas~using 13
eV electrons for ionization in both cases!. Since the thermal
evaporation of alkali halide salts at the temperatures ty
cally employed in inert gas condensation is known to yie
only intact alkali halide molecules and some small molecu
clusters,43 the results of Recknagel and co-workers indica
that even though the loss of neutral halogen atoms is a n
thermal process, it is nevertheless dependent on the clu
internal temperature prior to ionization. This result is cons
tent with the observations reported here. Although simi
supersaturation conditions were achieved in both modes
the present experiments, the clusters produced in sou
mode 2 were formed using higher crucible temperatures a
lower condensation cell pressures than those used in so
mode 1. Thus, clusters produced in source mode 2 sho
have had higher internal temperatures prior to their ioniz
tion. This is consistent with the appearance of I2 in the
source mode 2 mass spectra and not in the source mod
mass spectra. The loss of iodine by some of the cluster
ions produced in source mode 2 resulted in their having
cess Cs atoms, resulting in more than one excess electro
these anions.

To summarize, the above evidence suggests that
ichiometric cluster anions,~CsI!n

2, were generated in source
mode 1, while stoichiometric cluster anions as well as no
stoichiometric cluster anions, Csm~CsI!n

2, were generated in
source mode 2. It is interesting to note that the other i
source which has been shown to easily generate both~MX !n

2

and M~MX !n
2 species@along with X2~MX !n# is the flowing

afterglow source employed by Miller and Lineberger28 which
is also based on the thermal evaporation of alkali halide s

The cesium iodide cluster anion beams observed dur
these experiments were often very intense. Ion currents
110 pA were measured for~CsI!60

2 in a Faraday cup located
downstream of the ion–photon interaction region~.2 m
from the source!. This corresponds to a steady-state numb
density of nearly 105 ions cm23. To further gauge these in-
tensities, it is instructive to compare them to the maximu
ion currents expected under space-charge limited conditio
The space-charge limited current~in amperes! for a cylindri-
cally symmetric charged particle beam is given by the fo
lowing expression:51,52

I sc50.931026
N1/2Va

3/2D2

M1/2L2
~1!

in which N is the ion charge state,Va is the accelerating
voltage ~in volts!, M is the ion mass~in amu!, D is the
nominal beam diameter, andL is the distance over which the
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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60 Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
beam is transported. Since the formation of doubly charg
negative ions~even at large cluster sizes! is unlikely in the
present ion source environment,N51 was assumed. Experi
mental conditions included an accelerating voltage,Va , of
500 V, a transport distance of 2.25 m, and a nominal be
diameter of 8 mm. This diameter is chosen to correspond
the average diameter of the ion beam determined from an
optical ray trace of our apparatus, given that the ion bea
spatial cross section expands and contracts during trans
and focusing. The space-charge limited ion current
~CsI!60

2 ~15 600 amu! predicted from the above expression
1150 pA. The observed~CsI!60

2 current constitutes nearly
10% of the space-charge limited value, suggesting that
ion beams produced in this work were beginning to approa
space-charge limited conditions.

IV. PHOTOELECTRON SPECTRA AND
INTERPRETATION

All of the photoelectron spectra reported here were
corded using 2.540 eV photons. The photoelectron spectr
the stoichiometric species,~CsI!n5132165

2 , are presented in
Fig. 1. The smallest of these species,~CsI!n513

2 , was gener-

FIG. 1. Photoelectron spectra of~CsI!13
2 and negatively charged cesium

iodide nanocrystals containing 36–165 CsI units, recorded using 2.540
photons.~CsI!13

2 was generated using source conditions intermediate
tween source modes 1 and 2. The condensation cell in the inert gas con
sation ion source was operated in source mode 1 during the recording o
n536–165 spectra~n5number of CsI units!. For species larger thann536,
the spectral features are attenuated at high EBEs due to the transmi
function of the electron energy analyzer.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10
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ated using source conditions intermediate between those
source mode 1 and source mode 2, while the larger anion
were generated in source mode 1. The photoelectron spec
shown in Fig. 1 are similar for all cluster anions,n513–165,
each consisting of a single feature which shifts to succes
sively higher electron binding energies~EBE! with increas-
ing cluster size. The low EBE onset in each spectrum is th
photodetachment threshold energy~eTh! for that given cluster
anion. Values for the photodetachment threshold energie
eTh’s, for these cesium iodide cluster anions were determine
from linear extrapolations of the low EBE sides of the fea-
tures in their photoelectron spectra, shown in Fig. 1. The
eTh’s for ~CsI!n5132165

2 are shown in Fig. 2 plotted versusn,
wheren represents the number of CsI units in the cluste
anion. TheeTh’s for these anions increase smoothly from
1.14 eV forn513 to 1.75 eV forn5165. Initially, theeTh
values rise rapidly with increasing cluster size and then ap
pear to approach an asymptotic limit. In order to correlate th
electron binding energies in these negatively charged cesiu
iodide nanocrystals with an excess electron binding mecha
nism found in extended ionic solids, it is necessary to evalu
ate the asymptotic limit of the photodetachment threshold
energies.

The size-dependent evolution of electron binding ener
gies ~ionization potentials or electron affinities! for finite-
sized metal and dielectric clusters has been evaluated usi
classical electrostatic models.53–57The observed size depen-
dencies of cluster electron binding energies are generally i
very good agreement~apart from rather small cluster sizes!
with classical models which predict that electron binding en
ergies will increase linearly toward the corresponding bulk
energy value as a function ofR21, whereR is the radius of a
spherical cluster. The specific details of nanocrystal geom
etries are not taken into account in this model in order to
display the essentials of this physical behavior. Examining
the variation ofeTh with R21 is accomplished by plotting
eTh(n) vsn

21/3, where the number of CsI units in the cluster,
n, is related to the spherical cluster radius byR5r sn

1/3

~wherer s is the effective radius of a single CsI pair!. Plotting

eV
be-
den-
f the

ssion

FIG. 2. Photodetachment threshold energies~eTh! of ~CsI!n513–165
2 plotted

vs n, the number of CsI units.
2, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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61Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
the data in this manner clearly illustrates the asymptotic
havior of the photodetachment threshold energies, as the
tercept of this plot represents theeTh at infinite cluster size.
This essentially corresponds to the bulk crystalline pho
electric threshold corresponding to the mechanism of exc
electron localization in the cluster anions.

A plot of cesium iodide cluster anioneTh values versus
n21/3 is presented in Fig. 3. TheeTh values for all these
cesium iodide cluster anions,n513–165, plot linearly with
n21/3, giving a very good straight line extrapolating to a bu
eTh~n5`! value of 2.2 eV. This energy corresponds to the 2
eV photoelectric threshold measured by Philipp and Taft
F centers in bulk cesium iodide samples at 300 K.47 The
internal temperatures of the cluster anions were also likely
be;300 K, given that the internal temperatures of the ne
tral clusters were;273 K ~see source condition discussio
above!. This made the comparison between our extrapola
eTh value and the bulk photoelectric threshold value straig
forward, given that thresholds can be somewhat depend
on the temperatures at which they are measured. The lin
extrapolation of the cluster anion data to the analogous b
property implies that the electron localization in these ga
phase nanocrystals is analogous toF centers in extended
alkali halide crystals. These negatively charged cesium
dide nanocrystals are thus identified as stoichiome
~CsI!n513–165

2 species containing single excess electrons
embryonicF centers, which mature with increasing clust
size toward being defect centers in bulk crystalline cesiu
iodide.

A model describing the cluster size dependence of ve
cal ionization energies in discrete dielectric clusters has b
presented by Landman, Jortner, and co-workers.58–60 Their
dielectric sphere model applies to homogeneous dielec
media containing spherically symmetric charge distributio
and is therefore an appropriate model forF-center containing
cluster anions. The expression relating photodetachm

FIG. 3. Photodetachment threshold energies~eTh! of ~CsI!n513–165
2 plotted

vs n21/3, wheren is the number of CsI units. The line drawn through th
data points represents a linear least-squares fit to the experimental dat
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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threshold energies~vertical electron binding energies! to
cluster size can be written as follows:

eTh~n!5eTh~`!2
e2

2r s
S 11

1

k0
2

2

ks
Dn21/3, ~2!

where eTh~`! corresponds to the photoelectric thresho
~PET! for F centers in bulk cesium iodide,r s is the effective
radius of a single CsI pair,k0 is the high frequency dielectric
constant of bulk cesium iodide,ks is the static dielectric
constant of bulk cesium iodide, andn is the number of CsI
units. If the PET measured by Philipp and Taft~2.2 eV!,47 an
r s value obtained from the bulk density of crystalline C
~2.84 Å!,61 and the literature values fork0 ~3.03! and ks
~5.65!,23 are used in Eq.~2!, the resultant line is essentially
the same as the best fit line of the experimentally determin
photodetachment threshold energies shown in Fig. 3. In fa
the eTh values predicted by this equation are all within615
meV of the experimental values presented in Table I, w
the errors given there representing the variation ineTh(n)
values obtained using our linear extrapolation procedure.

The photoelectron spectra of cesium iodide nanocrys
anions withn'41–65, generated in source mode 2, are p
sented in Fig. 4~a!. The photoelectron spectra of theF-center
cluster anions of similar size~generated in source mode 1!
are also shown in Fig. 4 for comparison@see Fig. 4~b!#. The
spectra for the anions produced in source mode 2 are dif
ent from those of the source mode 1 anions in that th
display two features which shift together to successive
higher EBE with increasing cluster size. The higher EB
features in the source mode 2 spectra are very similar to
features in the source mode 1 spectra~which was confirmed
by deconvoluting the features in the source mode 2 spe
into two separate Gaussians!, while the lower EBE features
indicate that a new mechanism of excess electron binding
occurring for the species generated in source mode 2.
addition, the relative intensities of the features in a giv
photoelectron spectrum were found to be strongly depend
on the source crucible temperature, as is illustrated in Fig
for the case ofn'60. This type of temperature-depende
behavior can be interpreted to indicate either the presenc
new forms of~CsI!n541–65

2 that were not produced in sourc
mode 1, or the appearance of new nanocrystal anions w
slightly different stoichiometries than those generated
source mode 1. The mass spectrometric observation of2

during source mode 2 suggests that the species respon

.

TABLE I. Measured photodetachment threshold energies~eTh! for cesium
iodide nanocrystals.~CsI!n

2, containing embryonicF centers. All energies
are in eV.

n eTh

13 1.1460.50
36 1.4560.50
41 1.4860.50
50 1.5360.50
60 1.5760.50
65 1.5860.50
145 1.7360.50
165 1.7560.50
, No. 1, 1 January 1995
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62 Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
for the low EBE features in the photoelectron spectra a
nonstoichiometric cesium iodide cluster anions. The clust
size dependence of the photodetachment threshold ener
for the low EBE features reveals the nature of the exce
electron binding in these nanocrystals.

TheeTh values for the source mode 2 cesium iodide clu
ter anions were determined from linear extrapolations of t
low EBE sides of the low EBE features in their photoelec
tron spectra. A plot of the source mode 2 cesium iodide clu
ter anioneTh values versusn

21/3 is presented in Fig. 6, along
with a plot of the~CsI!n513–165

2 ~F center! eTh values versus
n21/3. The eTh values for all four source mode 2 cesium
iodide cluster anions,n'41–65, also plot linearly with
n21/3. The slope of the source mode 2 line is very similar t
that for theF-center cluster anions, but extrapolates to a bu
eTh~n5`! value of 1.4 eV. This energy is consistent with th
PET expected forF8 centers~two excess electrons in a single
defect site! in bulk CsI.

Although direct measurements of the PET forF8 centers
in bulk CsI have not been made, this quantity can be es
mated by considering either the experimentally determin
PETs forF8 centers in other alkali iodides or the energy ban
structure of cesium iodide. PETs have been measured forF8

FIG. 4. Photoelectron spectra of negatively charged cesium iodide na
crystals,n'41–65, recorded using 2.540 eV photons. The spectra deno
~a! were recorded with the condensation cell of the inert gas condensat
ion source operated in source mode 2, while the spectra denoted~b! are of
the ~CsI!n

2 nanocrystals containing embryonicF centers~see Fig. 1!.
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centers in KI62 and RbI,63 both values being 1.6 eV. The PET
is expected to be a little smaller in the case of CsI since
bulk crystal has a larger lattice constant than the other
dides, and this is consistent with the extrapolated value
Fig. 6. The PET forF8 centers in bulk CsI can also be esti
mated using theF8-center photoconductivity threshold
~PCT! and the band structure of bulk CsI. The band structu
of crystalline~pure! CsI is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7
with the F-center andF8-center impurity states superim-
posed. The PCT represents the energy required to promote
electron from a defect state to the bottom of the conducti
band ~i.e., the optical activation energy!. For F8 centers in
most alkali halides, this energy is approximately 1 eV.64 The
PET is obtained by adding the PCT to the energy required
remove an electron from the bottom of the conduction ba
into vacuum. This latter quantity is referred to as the bu
~crystalline! electron affinity,x ~determined from the energy
difference between the valence band photoemission thre
old and the band gap!, and for CsI, it is 0.3 eV.45 The PET
obtained from the sum of the PCT andx is 1.3 eV, and this
compares well with our extrapolated value of 1.4 eV. Thu
both methods of estimation yield numbers consistent wi
our extrapolated value.

The nanocrystals giving rise to the low EBE features
the source mode 2 photoelectron spectra are therefore in
preted to be embryonicF8-center containing species. We fur

o-
ed
on

FIG. 5. Photoelectron spectra of cesium iodide nanocrystalsn'60 recorded
under different source conditions using 2.540 eV photons. Spectrum~a! was
recorded in source mode 1 of the ion source at the lowest crucible tempe
ture and highest cell pressure while spectrum~c! was recorded in source
mode 2 at the highest crucible temperature and lowest cell pressure. S
trum ~b! was recorded at an intermediate crucible temperature and interm
diate cell pressure.
No. 1, 1 January 1995
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63Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
ther interpret these species to be cesium iodide nanocrys
having excess metal atoms, consistent with our deductio
based on the ion production information for source mode
The most likely candidates are Cs~CsI!n

2 species, cluster an-
ions which possess two excess electrons. TheeTh values for
embryonicF8 centers in these nanocrystals are presented
Table II. It is interesting to note that the formation of embry

FIG. 6. Photodetachment threshold energies~eTh! of cesium iodide nano-
crystal anions generated while operating the condensation cell in sou
mode 2~d! plotted vsn21/3 ~lower plot!. The eTh values of theF-center
containing species~l! are also shown for comparison~upper plot!. The
lines drawn through each set of data points represent linear least-square
to the experimental data.

FIG. 7. Illustration of the electronic band structure of bulk crystalline ce
sium iodide showing vertical energy relationships. The ground state ene
levels for theF-center andF8-center impurity states are also represented
On this figure,Et5the valence band photoemission threshold,Eg5the band
gap energy,x5the crystalline electron affinity, PET5impurity center pho-
toelectric threshold, PCT5impurity center photoconductivity threshold~or
optical activation energy!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
als
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onic F8 centers in cesium iodide nanocrystals in this study
begins with neutral clusters whose internal temperatures a
higher than those of the clusters which eventually becom
F-center species after negative ion formation. At first sight
this is somewhat unexpected, considering that the formatio
of F8 centers in bulk alkali halides is usually associated with
cryogenic environments.22,62,63The generation of embryonic
F8 centers here can be understood, however, by realizing th
the loss of iodine will not only provide the nanocrystals with
excess electrons~via extra metal atoms!, but may also serve
to decrease the internal energies of the nanocrystals.

In our analysis of the source mode 2 photoelectron spec
tra, we considered several alternative explanations for th
presence of the low EBE features, but none was found to b
satisfactory. For example, embryonicF8 centers might exist
within doubly charged stoichiometric cluster anions,~CsI!n

5,
but available evidence suggests that such species were n
produced in these experiments. If~CsI!n

5 had been produced
and then given rise to the low EBE features in the sourc
mode 2 photoelectron spectra, analogous features wou
probably have appeared in the source mode 1 spectra as we
Since the cluster formation and ionization regions of the ion
source are largely separate, the intensities of low EBE fea
tures arising from doubly charged anions would depend o
the source conditions relevant to ion formation rather than o
crucible temperature, as was actually observed. In addition
the ion source conditions most relevant to ion formation~i.e.,
the cathode bias and emission current! were the same for
both modes. Another explanation we considered for the low
EBE features was that they resulted from the photodetach
ment of electronically excitedF centers in stoichiometric
cesium iodide cluster anions. It is unlikely, however, that
such species would have been present in the ion–photon i
teraction region, since luminescence to theF-center elec-
tronic ground state in bulk cesium iodide occurs on a time
scale over 10 times faster than the ion transit time in ou
apparatus.65 This possibility also seems unlikely on the basis
of energetics. The energy required to promote an electro
from an excited stateF center into the conduction band of
bulk cesium iodide is 0.052 eV.66 The PET for excited state
F centers in bulk cesium iodide is therefore expected to b
only 0.352 eV, which is inconsistent with the extrapolated
eTh value for the low EBE features. The possibility that the
low EBE features might have resulted from the photodetach
ment of electrons loosely bound in the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbitals~LUMOs! of closed-shell cesium iodide
nanocrystals was also considered. Since the unoccupied o
bitals of the clusters will eventually develop into the conduc-

rce

fits

-
gy
.

TABLE II. Measured photodetachment threshold energies~eTh! for cesium
iodide nanocrystals, Cs~CsI!n

2, containing embryonicF8 centers. All ener-
gies are in eV.

n eTh

41 0.6860.50
50 0.7360.50
60 0.7760.50
65 0.7860.50
No. 1, 1 January 1995
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64 Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
tion band of the bulk as cluster size increases, the upper lim
to the binding energy in this case would be the crystallin
electron affinity,x. As stated, this quantity is 0.3 eV for
cesium iodide. This energy is again inconsistent with o
extrapolatedeTh value for the low EBE features, which
points to stronger electron binding.

Having ascribed the low EBE features in the sourc
mode 2 photoelectron spectra to embryonicF8 centers in
Cs~CsI!n

2, the origin of the high EBE features is now consid
ered. As mentioned, the high EBE features are very simi
~if not identical! to the features in the source mode 1 spectr
implying that they result from the photodetachment of ele
trons from embryonicF-center environments. These high
EBE features can therefore be attributed to photodetachm
from one of two separateF centers within a given Cs~CsI!n

2

cluster anion, to spectral contributions from adjacent-siz
stoichiometric cluster anions, or to both. In cluster anions
the sizes considered here,F centers in different nanocrystal
sites are likely to have similar photodetachment thresho
energies, in contrast with small cluster anions~n<13! where
different binding sites are more likely to have dissimilar lo
cal environments.32,33The interpretation presented above sa
isfactorily accounts for all of the observed features in th
cesium iodide cluster anion photoelectron spectra.

Last, it should be noted that multiple excess electro
binding in the form of tightly bound spin pairs in M2 sites
@for K~KI !n<21

2 and Na~NaCl!n<21
2 # has also been

reported.29,32,33 If such binding also occurs in the case o
cesium iodide cluster anions, the relevant photoelectron fe
tures are either out of our spectral range or obscured by
main features discussed above.

V. DISCUSSION

The success of the dielectric sphere model in predicti
theF-center CsI nanocrystaleTh ~photodetachment threshold
energy! values suggests the further application of such mo
els to estimate additional properties of defect state alkali h
lide nanocrystals. Before we proceed, however, several
pects of this model pertaining to cesium iodide cluster anio
in particular should be discussed. The ability of this simp
model to so closely predict theF-center CsI nanocrystaleTh
values is at first sight surprising, since the cesium iodid
nanocrystal structures are likely to be rocksaltlike, while th
bulk crystal structure of CsI is bcc rather than fcc. Li an
Whetten have considered the structure of fcc cesium iodi
based on ionic radii and found that the fcc lattice consta
would be close to the actual bcc constant.15 In light of this, it
is reasonable to assume that the densities and dielectric pr
erties of fcc and bcc CsI would be similar, and this ma
partially account for the match between the energies p
dicted by the model and the observedeTh values.

The ability of the dielectric sphere model to predict th
eTh of ~CsI!13

2 is also somewhat intriguing. The~MX !13
2 spe-

cies are expected to have 33333 arrangements analogous to
the X2~MX !13 nanocrystals, but with the excess electron ta
ing the place of a corner halogen anion,4,29,31 i.e., ~CsI!13

2 is
expected to possess a localized surfaceF center. Since the
dielectric sphere model given above applies strictly to loca
ized excess charge distributions internalized in homogeneo
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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dielectric clusters, it is not immediately apparent th
surface-localized electrons would be adequately described
the model. This situation was recently examined in a the
retical study by Makov and Nitzan,67 who developed a model
that specifically applies to the ionization of localized charg
‘‘solvated’’ at dielectric cluster surfaces. Their model no
only predicts ann21/3 ~i.e., R21! dependence, just as th
sphere model described above, but further predicts the sl
of then21/3 line to be insensitive to the actual location of th
excess charge. Thus, the adherence of theeTh value of~CsI!13

2

to the dielectric sphere line simply indicates that this ani
possesses an embryonicF center, regardless of the particula
position of the localized excess electron.

With this result in hand, we then used the dielectr
sphere model with the measured PET ofF centers in KI,62,69

the dielectric constants of KI,23 and anr s value from the bulk
density of KI61 to predict theeTh of ~KI !13

2 which has been
measured by Bloomfield and Smalley.29 This method pre-
dicts aneTh value of 1.53 eV, in very good agreement wit
the threshold in their experimental spectrum, lending ad
tional support to their interpretation of this anion as a
F-center species. On the strength of the model in predict
the eTh values for both~CsI!13

2 and ~KI !13
2 , we went on to

apply this model to estimateF-centereTh values in cluster
anions of other alkali halides. The PETs forF centers in
several bulk alkali halides~KI, RbI, and CsI!47,62,68–70have
been measured, and PET values forF centers in other bulk
alkali halides can be estimated in the following manner. T
ratio of the experimentally determined PET forF centers in
KI62 to that for F centers in RbI70 can be very accurately
predicted by taking the ratio of the magnitudes of the to
energies for theseF centers, calculated using a point-io
model with ion-size corrections.64 Using this correlation, the
PET for F centers in a given alkali halide can be estimat
by scaling the PET value measured forF centers in KI by the
ratio of the computed total energy forF centers in that alkali
halide to that forF centers in KI.

The case of NaCl is first examined since experimen
have been carried out on~NaCl!n<22

2 by Bloomfield and
co-workers31 who interpreted both then513 andn522 clus-
ter anions to beF-center species~33333 and 33335, re-
spectively! in which the excess electrons reside in corn
anion vacancies. Using the above procedure, the scaled
for F centers in bulk NaCl is found to be 2.96 eV. Using th
PET and the other constants for bulk NaCl in the dielect
sphere model, theeTh for ~NaCl!13

2 is estimated to be 1.45 eV
while the eTh for ~NaCl!22

2 is estimated to be 1.69 eV. Both
estimates are in very good agreement with the obser
thresholds in the photoelectron spectra, and again add s
port to the interpretation of these cluster anions asF-center
species. The repeated success of this approach suggest
the eTh’s of other ~MX !13

2 F-center species can be estimate
in an analogous fashion. TheeTh values for the~MX !13

2 spe-
cies for a variety of alkali halides estimated from the diele
tric cluster model using bulk dielectric constants and sca
bulk F-center PET’s are given in Table III.

A dielectric sphere model approach can also be used
estimate the adiabatic electron affinities of cesium iodi
clusters containing defect centers. The term electron affin
No. 1, 1 January 1995
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65Sarkas, Kidder, and Bowen: Color centers in cesium iodide
is used here to describe the adiabatic binding energies
electrons in defect~impurity! state cluster anions, which is
different from its previous use to describe the electron bin
ing energy of the pure crystalline solid,x. In addition, it
should be noted that the adiabatic electron affinities of c
sium iodide cluster anions should not necessarily correspo
to their eTh values, as the latter are determined by vertic
energy relationships. The dielectric sphere model equati
for adiabatic electron affinities~accompanying the vertical
expression presented above! is58–60

EA~n!5EA~`!2
e2

2r s
S 12

1

ks
Dn21/3, ~3!

where EA~`! corresponds to the threshold for the thermion
emission of electrons fromF centers in bulk CsI. Since no
measurements of this quantity are available, this quant
must be estimated. The bulk thermionic emission thresho
~TET! can be estimated using a simple impurity center cavi
model23 and the bulk PET value. In this model for ionic
crystals, the PET;e2/2k0Rc , while the TET;e2/2ksRc ,
~whereRc is taken to be the cavity radius of the impurity
center!. The ratio ofks to k0 thus gives the ratio of the TET
to the PET. The derived TET is 1.2 eV, and when used in t
dielectric model, the electron affinities of the neutral~CsI!n
counterparts to theF-center cluster anions are estimated t
range from;0.3 eV forn513 to;0.8 eV forn5165.

We now turn our attention to theF8-center containing
cesium iodide nanocrystal anions. The electron affinities
the F8-center containing nanocrystals can be examined in
manner analogous to that for theF-center nanocrystals. The
TET for F8 centers in CsI is roughly estimated to be 0.7 e
using the ratio of the dielectric constants and the PET forF8
centers in CsI. Using this value in the EA dielectric sphe
equation,71 it is predicted that the electron affinities will first
become positive aroundn525 CsI units, suggesting that be-
low this size,F8 centers in CsI nanocrystals are not stabl
Theoretical calculations by Landman on the analogous s

TABLE III. Estimated~predicted! photodetachment threshold energies~eTh!
for embryonicF centers in~MX !13

2 nanocrystals calculated using the dielec
tric sphere model. All energies in eV.

MX eTh

LiF 0.96
LiCl 1.30
LiBr 1.36
LiI 1.43
NaF 1.30
NaCl 1.45
NaBr 1.50
NaI 1.44
KF 1.61
KCl 1.57
KBr 1.57
KI 1.53
RbF 1.91
RbCl 1.64
RbBr 1.59
RbI 1.53
CsI 1.15
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,
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tem of dielectrons in water clusters72 find that clusters with
two electrons localized in single cavities strongly prefer
have the charges internalized within the dielectric enviro
ment of the cluster. In light of this, perhaps theF8 centers in
cesium iodide nanocrystals~becoming stable atn;25! are
internalized. In some sense, this cluster size may also re
sent the point at whichF centers can become internalize
since they can be viewed as ‘‘trapping sites’’ for second el
trons in theF8-center formation process.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the results of t
present study are consistent both with the results of prev
photoelectron experiments on smaller alkali halide clus
anions and with the theoretical predictions of Landma
Scharf, and Jortner,17 who first postulated that excess ele
tron localization in small alkali halide clusters could b
manifested as physically similar entities to those seen in
tended ionic solids.

VI. SUMMARY

The photoelectron spectra of negatively charged ces
iodide nanocrystals, recorded using 2.540 eV photons,
presented. Excess electron nanocrystals comprised of 2
330 atoms are examined. Depending on their formation c
ditions, these nanocrystals show two distinct types of pho
emission behavior which indicate different modes of exc
electron localization. The correlation of the observed pho
emission behavior to bulk behavior provides evidence for
existence of embryonicF centers and embryonicF8 centers
in negatively charged cesium iodide nanocrystals. Stoich
metric cluster anions,~CsI!n

2, containing single excess elec
trons can localize them in embryonicF centers, while cluster
anions with two excess electrons, Cs~CsI!n

2, are capable of
localizing these electrons together in single defect sites
embryonic F8 centers, or separately in two embryon
F-center defects in the same cluster anion.
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